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A~traet-- In this paper, we discuss the generalized ordering policy, in which when an ordered spare is 
delivered after a randomized lead time it is put into the inventory if an original unit is still operating and 
the original one is replaced/exchanged by the stocked spare when the original one fails/passes a
prespecified time, whichever occurs first. We apply the expected total discounted cost as a criterion of 
optimality and obtain the optimal ordering policies minimizing this expected cost, taking into account 
several costs, an exponential-type discount rate and two types of randomized lead times. Finally, we 
present he relationships between the results of this paper and earlier contributions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In reliability theory, one of the most famous, important and useful fields is the maintenance policy. 
This has been discussed by many researchers [e.g. 1-3]. In particular, age and block replacement 
policies are well-known [1]. These two policies assume that there exist an infinite number of spares 
on hand and each spare is able to be immediately provided when it is desired. However, in practice 
there may be any number of kinds of delay between desire/order of spare and its supply/delivery, 
since spares are not always on hand. This kind of delay is called the lead time. In that kind of 
situation, we should consider the maintenance policy with such a delay, i.e. a lead time, which is 
called the ordering policy [2, 3]. 
In this paper, we discuss the generalized ordering policy, in which when an ordered spare is 
delivered after a randomized lead time it is put into the inventory if an original unit is still operating 
and the original one is replaced/exchanged by the spare in stock when the original one fails/passes 
a prespecified time, whichever occurs first. We take into account several costs, an exponential-type 
discount rate and two types of randomized lead times. We apply the expected total discounted cost 
as a criterion of optimality and obtain the optimal ordering policies which minimize this expected 
cost. We show that we should consider either the extreme policy that the delivered spare is put 
into the inventory until the original unit fails, or one that the spare takes over the operation as 
soon as it is delivered. We show that there exists a finite and unique optimal ordering policy under 
certain conditions, respectively, and compare these two extreme ordering policies. Also, we treat 
the negative ordering time, i.e. the order before the beginning of the unit. Further, we present he 
relationships between the results in this paper and earlier contributions. 
2. GENERAL IZED ORDERING MODEL 
Model and assumptions 
Consider a one-unit system, where each failed unit is scrapped without repair and each spare 
is provided only by an order after a lead time. The system failure is detected instantaneously. The 
original unit begins operating at time 0, and the planning horizon is infinite. If the original unit 
does not fail before a prespecified time to ~ [0, oo), the regular order for a spare is made at the time 
to and after a randomized regular lead time the spare is delivered. Then, if the original unit has 
already failed, the delivered spare takes over its operation immediately. But if the original unit is 
still operating, the spare is put into the inventory, and the original one is replaced/exchanged by 
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the spare in the inventory when the original one fails/passes a prespecified time tz ~ [0, oo) after the 
spare is delivered, whichever occurs first. The spare in the inventory does not fail or deteriorate. 
On the other hand, if the original unit fails before the time to, the expedited order is made 
immediately at the failure time and the spare takes over its operation just after it is delivered after 
a randomized expedited lead time. In this case, the regular order is not made. The cycle repeats 
itself continually. 
Assume that the lifetime for each unit obeys an arbitrary distribution F(t) with a densityf(t), 
and the regular/expedited l ad time obeys an arbitrary distribution G,(r)/Gq(q), respectively. The 
costs considered here are the following: a cost kw per unit time is suffered for the running period 
of the original unit; a cost kr per unit time is suffered for the shortage period of the spare, i.e. the 
system failure; a cost ki per unit time is suffered for the inventory period of a spare; a cost ks per 
unit time is suffered for residual lifetime of the original unit which is still able to operate; a cost cr 
is suffered for each regular order; and a cost cs is suffered for each expedited order. Further, we 
introduce an exponential-type discount rate a(>0), where a unit of cost is discounted exp(-at)  
after a time interval t. 
Under these assumptions, we define the interval from one replacement or exchange to the 
following replacement or exchange as one cycle, and derive the expected total discounted cost and 
obtain the optimal ordering policies which minimize this expected cost. 
Analysis and theorem 
The expected total discounted cost per one cycle is 
fo~fo '°+r+'' 
dPa(to, tt) = kw exp(-  at) F(t) dt dG,(r) 
f:° + %G'~(a) exp(-  at) dF(t) + c,G*,(a) exp(-ato) Nto) 
+ kr[~*(a) f2°exp(-at) F(t)dt 
+ exp(-- at) F(t) dt dG,(r) - exp(-  ato) F(to) (G*(a) - G*(a))/a 
,d to 
where 
and 
fO z° I tO+r+lt + ki exp(-at)  P(t) dt dGr(r) 
Jto+r 
+ k~ exp(-at)  F(t) dt dG,(r), 
o+r+f l  
~(x)  - 1 - ¢ (x )  
~0*(a) = Jo  exp(-ax)  d~(x), 
in general. Just after one cycle, a unit of cost is discounted as follows: 
;0 ~ ft t°+r+tl -- a exp(-- at) ~-(f) dt dG,(r) - cxp(-  ato) F(to)[G*(a) - G*(a)]. 
o+r 
(1) 
(2) 
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Thus, when a unit starts operating at time 0, the expected total discounted cost for an infinite time 
span is 
Ca(t0, h) = ~ t~a(t0, h)[ra(to, h)]" -- t~a(to, h)/ga(to, h). (3) 
n~0 
Define the numerator divided by 
~:  exp[-a(t0 + + h)] P(t0+ r + h)dG,(r) r 
of the partial derivative with respect o tl of the r.h.s, of equation (3) as 
{ :o ° No(to) -- [kw + k~ - k~] G~(a) + aG*(a) exp(-at)  ~t )  dt 
+exp(-ato)ff(to)[G*(a)-G*(a)]}-a[kwf:f~°+'exp(-at)F(t)dtdG,(r) 
;o 
+ c~G*,(a) exp(-  at) dF(t) + c~G~*(a) exp(-ato) F(to) 
{ ;o,O + kf G*(a) exp(-at)  F(t) dt + exp(-at)  F(t) dt dG,(r) 
0 
-exp(-ato)F(to)[G*(a)-G*(a)]/a}+ks fo°° f,o~ exp(-at)F(t)dt dGr(r)]. (4) 
Then we obtain the following theorem for the allowed inventory time for a spare h- The proof 
is given in the Appendix (Section 1). 
Theorem 1
For any ordering time to, the optimal allowed inventory time for a spare t* that minimizes the 
expected total discounted cost Ca(to, t~) is: if Na(t0) ~< 0, then t* ~ oo; and if Na(t0)/> 0, then t* = 0. 
Thus, we should only consider either the extreme case that the delivered spare is put into the 
inventory until the original unit fails (t* ---, oo), or one that the spare takes over the operation as 
soon as it is delivered (t* = 0), in order to obtain the optimal ordering time t* which minimizes 
the expected total discounted cost Ca(to, t,). In the following, we discuss these two extreme cases. 
In advance of discussion, we assume that 
G~(a) >t G~*(a) 
and 
f:{k~f'f+qexp(-at)dt+cqexp[-a(to+q)]}dGq(q) 
> kf exp(-at)dt +c~exp[-a(to+r)] dG,(r). 
I , ) t  o 
3. MODEL 1: CASE THAT tl~--*ov 
When t* --~ oo, the above model becomes one in which the spare delivered by the regular order 
is put into the inventory, if the original unit is still operating, until the original one fails. Thus, 
the expected total discounted cost from equation (3) is 
C=(to, oo) = ¢=(t0, oo)/$a(to, o), (5) 
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and 
~0 °dpa(to, Go) = kw F*(a)/a + cqG*(a) exp( -a t )  dF(t) 
{ fo + c,G*(a) exp(-ato) F(to) + kf ~*(a) exp( -at )  F(t) dt 
+ o exp( -a t )  F(t) dt dGr(r) - exp( -  ato) F(to)[G*(a) - G*(a)]/a 
"k- ki exp( -a t )  F(t) dt dGr(r) 
o+r 
(6) 
[ ;0 ° l 6a(to, oo)=~r* (a )+a G*(a) exp(-at)av(t)dt + exp(-at)•(t)dt dGr(r) o+r 
+ exp(-- ato) F(to)[G*(a) - G*(a)]. (7) 
Two special cases, to ~ oo and to = 0, are the following: 
Ca(o0, 00) = 4~a(O0, O0)/ga(O0, 00), (8) 
where 
~ba(oo , oo) = kw F*(a)/a + cqG*(a) F*(a) + kr•q*(a) F*(a)/a (9) 
and 
and 
where 
6a(oo, oo) = G*q(a) + G*(a) F*(a); 
Ca(O, ~) = 4'a(O, ~)/ga(O, ~), 
dpa(O, oo) = kw F*(a)/a + c,G*(a) + kr exp( -a t )  F(t) dt dG,(r) 
;:fr + ki exp( -a t )  F(t) dt dGr(r) 
6a(0, oo) = G*(a) + a exp( -at )  F(t) dt dG,(r). 
and 
(lO) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
Define the numerator divided by exp(-ato) F(to) of the derivative of the r.h.s, of equation (5) as 
[ f q.(to, OO)=Sa(to, OO) (kr+ ki) exp(-ar)R(to;r)dGr(r)-kiG*(a) 
+ r(to){kr[G~*(a) - G~(a)l/a + [cqG*o(a) - crG,*(a)]} - ac,G.*(a) 1 
- q~.(to, oo) a exp(-ar)R(to;r)dGAr)-r(to)[G*(a)-G~*(a)], (14) 
,0 
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where 
and 
r(t) =- f(t)/F(t) (15) 
R(t; x) = [F(t + x) - F(t)]/F(t). (16) 
Both functions r(t) and R(t; x) are assumed to be differentiable, called failure rates, and they have 
the same monotone properties, with respect o t(>~0) [1, p. 23]. 
The sufficient conditions for the existence of optimal ordering policies are presented as follows. 
These facts can be verified from the asymptotic behaviour ofd log Ca(to, ~)/dt0 as to ~ ~ or to---" 0. 
Theorem 2 
(i) Ifqo(oo, ~)  > 0, then there exists at least an optimal ordering time t*(0 ~< to* < oo) minimizing 
the expected total discounted cost Ca(to, oo). 
(ii) If qa(0, ~)  < 0, then there exists at least an optimal ordering time to*(0 < to* ~< ~)  minimizing 
the expected total discounted cost Ca(to, ~).  
Theorem 2 shows that there exists at least one t* under the condition qa(~, ~)> 0 or 
qa(0, oo) < 0. Thus, the following theorem is obtained assuming the monotone property of the 
failure rate, i.e. a strictly increasing or decreasing property. The proof is given in the Appendix 
(Section 2). We can assume that 
f0 Ca(to, Oe) < kf exp(--at) dt, 
i.e. the cost in the case that any ordering policy is applied is cheaper than the cost in the case that 
no-ordering policy is applied. 
Theorem 3 
(1) Suppose that the failure rate is strictly increasing: 
(i) If qa(0, ~)  < 0 and qa(~, ~)  > 0, then there exists a finite and unique optimal ordering time 
t*(0 < t* < oo), which minimizes the expected cost Ca(to, o0), satisfying qa(tO, O0)= 0, and the 
corresponding expected cost is 
Ca(to*, m)= (kr+ki) exp(-ar)R(to*;r)dGr(r)-kiG*~(a) 
+ r(tD {kdG~*(a) - G*~(a)l/a + [c~G*,(a) - c,G~*(a)l} - acrG*~(a) 1 
(ii) If qa(m, m) ~< 0, then t* ~ m, i.e. the order for a spare is made at the same time instant 
as the failure of the original unit. The corresponding expected cost is given in equation (8). 
(iii) If qa(0, m) >1 0, then to* -- 0, i.e. the order for a spare is made at the same time instant 
as the beginning of the original unit. The corresponding expected cost is given in equation (11). 
(2) Suppose that the failure rate is decreasing: 
(i) If 
then t* -* oo. 
(ii) If 
4,.(o, oo) ~o(~, ~)/> 4,.(oo, 00) ~o(O, ~), 
4,.(o, ~)  go(oo, oo) < ,~.(~, oo) ,~.(o, ~), 
(18) 
(19) 
then t* = O. 
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4. MODEL 2: CASE THAT t*=0 
When t ~' = 0, the above model becomes one in which the original unit is replaced/exchanged by 
the spare immediately it is delivered by the regular order, irrespective of the state of the original 
unit. Thus, the expected total discounted cost is 
Ca(to, O) = dpa(t o, O)/6a(to, 0), (20) 
where 
S:fo fo ,0 q~a(to, 0) = kw exp(-at)  ~t )  dt dG,(r) + cqG~(a) exp(-at)  dF(t) 
{ ;0 + c,G*(a) exp(-ato) P(t0) + kf G*(a) exp(-at)  F(t) dt 
o+r } 
+ exp( - at) F(t) d t dG,(r) - exp( - ato) F(to) [G*(a) - G*(a)]/a 
dto 
+ ks exp(-at)  F(t) dt dG,(r) (21) 
0+r  
and 
Further, 
where 
and 
~0 °
6a(to, O) = G*(a) + aG*(a) exp(-at)  F(t) dt + exp(-  ato) P(to)[G*(a) - G*(a)]. 
Ca(O, o) = 4a(O, O)/ga(O, 0), 
q~a(O, ) = kw exp(--at) F'(t) dt dGr(r) + crG*(a) 
+ kr exp(-at)  F(t) dt dG,(r) + ks exp(-at)  P(t) dt dG~(r) 
dO jo 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
6a(0, 0) = •r*(a). (25) 
Define the numerator divided by exp(-  ato) P(to) of the derivative of the r.h.s, in equation (20) as 
[ f: qa(t0, 0) -- ~,(to, 0) (k f -kw+ks)  exp( -a r )R( to ; r )dG, ( r )+(kw-ac , -ks )G* , (a )  
+ r(to){kr[G,*(a) - G~(a)]/a + [cqG*,(a) - crG,*(a)]}] 
- d~,(to, 0 ){ -  r(to)[G~(a) - G~*(a)] + aG,*(a)}. (26) 
We can assume that kr - kw + ks > 0. Then, the following theorems corresponding to Theorems 2
and 3 are obtained. The proofs are omitted, since they are obtained in similar fashions. 
Theorem 4 
(i) If qa(~, O) > O, then there exists at least an optimal ordering time t*(O ~< t* < ~)  minimizing 
the expected total discounted cost Ca(to, 0). 
(ii) If qa(O, O) < O, then there exists at least an optimal ordering time t*(O < t* ~< ~)  minimizing 
the expected total discounted cost Ca(to, 0). 
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Theorem 5 
(1) Suppose that the failure rate is strictly increasing: 
(i) If qa(0,0) < 0 and qo(~, 0) > 0, then there exists a finite and unique optimal ordering time 
t*(0 < t* < ~),  which minimizes the expected cost Ca(to, O), satisfying qa(to, 0)= 0, and the 
corresponding expected cost is 
C,(t*, 0) = (k f -  kw + ks) exp(-ar)  R(t~; r) dG,(r) + (kw - aCr - ks) G~*(a) 
do 
+ r(t~) {kr[a~*(a) - G*q(a)]/a + [cqG*q(a) - c,C,~*(a)l}l I 
+ { - r(tg)[G~(a) - G~*(a)l + aG*(a)}. (27) 
(ii) If q,(oo, 0) ~< 0, then t~ --, oo. The corresponding expected cost is given in equation (8). 
(iii) If qa(O, 0)t> 0, then t* = 0. The corresponding expected cost is given in equation (23). 
(2) Suppose that the failure rate is decreasing: 
(i) If 
then t* ~ ~.  
(ii) If 
then t* = 0. 
4,.(o, o) $o(~, ~)  i> 4'a(~, o0) 8o(0, 0), 
~a(O, O) Sa(~, 00) < ~(oo, oo) 8a(o, o), 
(28) 
(29) 
5. CASE INCLUDING A NEGATIVE ORDERING TIME: 
EXTENDED MODEL 2 
So far we have treated non-negative ordering time to. However, if we choose an initial time 0 
carefully, i.e. we can decide the initial time 0 previously and deterministically, it can be allowed 
that the ordering time to is negative. In Models 1 (t* ~ ~)  and 2 (t* = 0), it is of no interest o 
consider a negative ordering time to, but in Model 2, the negative ordering time to may be allowable 
if we put that Gr(r) = U(r - Lr); U(.) is Heaviside's tep function. That is, if the regular order 
for the spare is made at time to ~ ( -L , ,  0), the original unit begins operation after time interval 
-to,  i.e. at time 0, and the spare is delivered at time to + L~ and the original unit is replaced/ 
exchanged by that spare immediately, as in the rule of Model 2. In this case, only the regular order 
is made for the spare since the order is always made before the original unit fails. 
Here, in Model 2 with the above assumption, we treat the ordering policy not only with the 
non-negative ordering time to but also with the negative one as mentioned above, i.e. the regular 
ordering time t o is over ( -L r ,  o0), we call this model Extended Model 2. Then the expected total 
discounted cost Ca(to, 0) in equation (20) is still valid for to ~ ( -L , ,  ~) ,  since it is clear that 
F(to) = 0 and F(t0) = I for negative t o. Furthermore, we assume that 
S::0 cr+ks exp( -aT)dT  dF(t )>O.  
Thus, 
lira q,(to, O) =- qa(-  Lr, O) = -a  exp(-aLr)[Cr q- ks P*(a)/a] < 0. (30) 
to  ~ - L r 
Thus, we can obtain the theorems corresponding to Theorems 4 and 5, where proofs are similar 
to those of Theorems 2 and 3, respectively. 
Theorem 6 
If q~(oo,0)>0, then there exists at least a finite optimal ordering time t* ( -L ,< t* < or) 
minimizing the expected total discounted cost Ca(to, 0) in equation (20). 
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Theorem 7 
(1) Suppose that the failure rate is strictly increasing: 
(i) If q , (~,0)>0,  then there exists a finite and unique optimal ordering time 
t* ( -  L, < t* < ~),  satisfying qa(to, 0) = 0, and the corresponding expected total discounted cost is 
Ca(t*, 0) = ~-(kr- kw + ks) exp( -  aL,) R(t*; L,) + (kw - ac, - ks) exp(-aL, )  
+ r(t*) {kf[exp( - aL,) - G*(a)]/a + [cqG*(a) - c, exp( -  aL,)]}~ 
+ { - r (t*) [G*(a) - exp( -  aL,)] + a exp( -  aL,)}. (31) 
(ii) If qa(oo, 0) ~< 0, then t* ~ ~.  
(2) Suppose that the failure rate is decreasing: 
(i) If qa(0, 0 )> 0, then there exists a negative and unique Uo(-L,  < u0 < 0), satisfying 
q,(to, 0) = 0, and furthermore: (a) if q,(oo, 0) >/0, then t* = u0, and the corresponding expected total 
discounted cost is 
Ca(t*, 0) = [(kr - kw + ks) F(uo + L,) + k~ - ac, - ks]/a; (32) 
and (b) if q , (~,  0) < 0, then when 
8a(~, ~) [ (k f -  kw + k,) F(uo + L,) + kw - ac, - ks] < a~ba(~, ~),  (33) 
t* = Uo, or when 
&a(oo, ~) [ (k r -  kw + ks) F(uo + L,) + kw - ac, - ks] >>- a~,(oo, ~) ,  (34) 
t0* ----, o0. 
(ii) If q,(0, 0) ~< 0, then t* --~ ~.  
6. COMPARISONS BETWEEN MODELS 1 AND 2 
In this section, we discuss comparisons between Models 1 and 2, applying Theorem 1. First, we 
can obtain the following relationship between the expected total discounted costs of Models 1 and 
2, for any ordering time to. The proof is given in the Appendix (Section 3). 
Theorem 8 
For any ordering time to, one and only one of cases (i), (ii) and (iii) in the following always holds: 
(i) Ca(t o, O) < Ca(to, oo) < (kw + k~ - ks)/a; (35) 
(ii) Ca(to, O) -- Ca(to, ~)  = (kw + ki - kJ /a;  (36) 
or  
(iii) Ca(to, O) > Ca(to, co) > (kw + ki - ks)/a. (37) 
Thus, we can obtain the total relationship between optimal ordering policies in Models 1 and 2, 
as follows. The proof is given in the Appendix (Section 4). 
Theorem 9 
Let t*. and t* be optimal ordering times minimizing Ca(to, 0) and Ca(to, oo), respectively. Then, 
one and only one of cases (i), (ii) and (iii) in the following always holds: 
(i) Ca(t* :, O) ¢( Ca(tO*i, GO) < (kw + k i -  ks)/a; (38) 
(ii) Ca(t*, O) = Ca(t*, oo) = (kw + k , -  ks)/a; (39) 
or  
(iii) Ca(t*:, 0) > Ca(to*, Go) > (kw + k~ - ks)/a. (40) 
That is: (1) if Ca(t ~'=, O) <<. (kw + ki - ks)/a or Ca(t*,oo) ~ (kw + ki - kO/a, then (t*, t*) = (t*:, 0) and 
C. ( t , ,  t*) = Ca(to*=, 0); and (2) if Ca(t*,, O) >1 (kw + k~ - ks)/a or C.(to*i.,oo) >t (kw + ki - k,)/a, then 
(t*, t*) = (t*, ~)  and Ca(t*, tl*) = Ca(to*, ~).  
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have discussed the general ized order ing pol icy and  obta ined  the opt imal  order ing policies 
min imiz ing  the expected total  d iscounted cost, tak ing into account  several costs, the exponent ia l -  
type d iscount  rate and  two types of  randomized  lead times. We have shown that we should consider  
only  two extreme policies and  that  there exists a finite and  un ique  opt imal  order ing pol icy under  
certain condi t ions,  respectively, and  compared  these two extreme policies. Also, we have treated 
the order ing pol icy inc lud ing a negat ive order ing time. 
In part icular ,  if we put  Gq(q) =- U(q - Zq) and Gr(r) - U(r - L,), Model  2 and  Extended Model  
2 coincide with models  discussed in Ref. [2]. I f  we put  Gq(q)=-U(q -  Lq), Gr ( r )= U( r -  L,), 
to + L, + t, = t2 and  kw = 0, the general ized order ing model  coincides with the model  discussed in 
Ref. [3]. 
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APPENDIX  
(1) The Proof of Theorem 1 
Partially differentiating Ca(to, fi) with respect o t~ yields 
OCa(to, tO - o exp[--a(t° +r + t0] ~t  o + r + t 0 dG,(r) 
c~tl [$a(t0, tl)] 2 
Na(to). (A. I) 
Thus, since 0 ~< tI and N~(to) is independent of tl: if N,(to) ~< O, then t~' ~ oo; and if N,(to) >i 0, then t* = 0. Of course, if 
Na(to) = O, then t*(>~0) is to be chosen arbitrarily. Q.E.D. 
(2) The Proof of Theorem 3 
Differentiating Ca(t 0, ~)  with respect o t o and setting it equal to zero implies the equation qa(to, ¢~) = O. Further, with 
respect o to, 
q~(t~ ~) = 6~(t~ ~)I(k~ + k~) f :  exp(-ar) R~(t~; r) dG'(r) + r~(t~){k~[G*(a)-G*(a)]/a + [cqG~(a)-c'G*(a)]} ] 
0.0 r.0.O:,o, (A.2) 
First, we suppose that the failure rate is strictly increasing. Thus, we have q~(t0, oo) > 0, i.e. q,(t0, oo) is strictly increasing. 
If q,(0, or) < 0 and q,(oo, or) > 0, then there exists a finite and unique t*(0 < t~' < oo) which minimizes the expected cost 
Ca(to, oo) as a finite and unique solution to qa(to, oo) = 0, since q,(to, oo) is strictly increasing and continuous. Substituting 
the relation of q,,(t*, or) = 0 into C,(t*, or) in equation (5) yields equation (17). 
If q,(oo, oo) ~< 0, then C,,(to, oo) is strictly decreasing. Thus, t~' ---* oo. 
If qa(0, oo) ~> 0, then C,(t o, oo) is strictly increasing. Thus, t* = 0. 
Secondly, we suppose that the failure rate is decreasing. Thus, we have q',(t o, oo) <<. O, i.e. q,(t0, oo) is decreasing. Then, 
C,(to, oo) is a strictly increasing or a uni-modal or a decreasing function. Thus, if C,(0, oo) I> Ca(oo, or), i.e. equation (18) 
holds, then t*--4 oo; and if C,(0, oo)< Ca(oo , oo), i.e. equation (19)holds, then t~' =0. Q.E.D. 
(3) The Proof of Theorem 8 
If C.(to, OO)<(>~)(kw+ki-k,)/a, then N.(to)>(~<)0 holds. Thus, we have 
(kw + ki - k,)/a. 
C.(to, O) < (>>.) C.(to, oo) < (>i) 
Q.E.D. 
(4) The Proof of Theorem 9 
For case (i) 
If C,,(t*,oo) < (kw + ki - k,)/a, from Theorem 8 
Ca(l~:,O ) ~ Ca(to*i, O) < Ca(to*i, o0) < (k w + k i - ks)/a. (A.3) 
Thus, equation (38) holds. 
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For case (ii) 
If C.(t~,c¢) = (k w + k i - k~)/a, from Theorem 8 
C.(t o, O) >t Ca(to, oo) >I Ca(t~, O) = Ca(t*,oo ) = (kw + ki - k,)/a. 
Thus, 
co(t*, o) = co(t~:, o) 
and equation (39) holds. 
For case (iii) 
If C.(t~,o~) > (k W + k i -k~)/a,  from Theorem 8 
Ca(to, O) > Ca(to, 00) >1 Ca(t~i,oo ) > (k w + k i - ks)/a 
and equation (40) holds. 
Thus, one and only one of cases (i), (ii) and (iii) always holds. 
(A.4) 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
Q.E.D. 
